
WRITING A LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR COLLEGE

ACCEPTANCE

College admissions offices are looking for particular things in a student's letters of recommendation. Read below for
advice on how to write a strong letter of.

Every damn day. Watch for recommenders who use the same basic text for every student for whom they write,
or who write inappropriate comments. Think carefully about saying yes. I have absolutely no reservations
about recommending Thomas for the Rhodes Scholarship. He often looked exhausted. And, according to a
presentation co-led by our friend Sara Urquidez at a AP conference, rec letters can also help decide who gets
scholarships and who gets into honors programs. And next year, I will also be the person who reads letters
from Montgomery High. If you do not know the applicant well and are only able to write a brief summary,
please acknowledge this. Include only first-hard knowledge of extracurricular involvement. He carries my
strongest recommendation. He carries my very strongest recommendation. Note if there is consistency among
the recommenders. She has served as the features editor of our high school paper for the past two years and
has written a number of insightful, thought-provoking articles. Good luck to you and your students this college
admissions season! In the body of the letter, focus on who the student is rather than what the student has done.
Grimes email. This example college recommendation letter will assist you in visualizing exactly how your
article should appear. What will they bring to campus? We know these letters take time and energy, and can
sometimes feel thankless. Do they chose to associate with good people? Paragraphs 2 and 3: Write more about
character, less about achievements. They make excuses, or they get discouraged, or they start slacking off so
that they can pretend they never wanted success in the first place. Use a colon instead of comma. He writes
organized, effective prose. She still indulges in blue or pink hair dye when she can. Here are a few things I
have learned along the way: Make sure you know the student well enough to recommend them.


